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17709 Kenwood Trail, Lakeville, MN 55044, United States

(+1)9528981388

Here you can find the menu of Tak Shing Chinese in Lakeville. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Tak Shing Chinese:

I'm really picky about Chinese food, but after the reviews we had an attempt and it was great! good portion sizes,
cheap prices and good quality. we have the sweet and sour hair, lemon hair, bark meat and brokkoli combination
meal, singapur nudels and homemade egg rolls and everything was delicious. the chicken was white meat and
perfectly broken and fried. definitiw our new spot! read more. What User doesn't like about Tak Shing Chinese:
Wouldnt recommend. We ordered cantonese chow mein, moo goo gai pan, and sechuan chicken and it was all
very bland and tasteless. I dont imagine the chefs working there would cook this for their own families. 2 star

because it was at least edible. read more. Traditional menus are prepared in the kitchen of Tak Shing Chinese in
Lakeville with typical Asian spices fine, Many visitors find it especially great that they can try the versatile,

flavorful Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Tak Shing Chinese. Anyone who
finds the normal and generally known menus too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment

and try some unexpected combination of ingredients enjoy.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Noodle�
SINGAPORE NOODLES

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Frie� ric�
SHRIMP FRIED RICE

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Chicke� dishe�
LEMON CHICKEN

SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

BEEF

BROCCOLI

CELERY

MEAT

SHRIMP

EGG

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -21:00
Tuesday 11:00 -21:00
Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
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Friday 11:00 -21:00
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